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To Our County and City Eiected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help MB homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help FREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in tbe way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d a Iso ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate t nade in our work to end homelessness and to do my
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 yea ... ,,___ „ ..u.v, ..uused over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions. ■

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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November21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

121 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year In new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

SinrQral''
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for ta king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

/
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November21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, i i
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City: UOS AWjcUs

Full Name: QjJ (kx>^r\

City: UO ^

Zip Code: 0 0 4")
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

B Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

B Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

B Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
B Allow for more density, and streamfine the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

B Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
B Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

___^ ;\ f k | ,

Sincerely, \_\V/VcWj^

Full Name: Q\ \ -/^jg
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

/
Sincerely, /
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,//

Full Name: Jt/'f

City: (-u 5

totfi!J

■= v.v-

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Kelp PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional bousing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: f, . 

City:

Zip Code-.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,.--'"'
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Hein RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for ta king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,-
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help ENQ homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, £ //* ' -

zip code: ycru>£>j>
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at feast $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Heip RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, tees, and bonds. But 
we’d afso ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely.

Full Name: \j^u^

Zip Code: t 0*1 ‘i
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2, Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear pubiic measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere lyp,

. > 1 u lP

J , 0.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

dricuit "Rtwruu >
{)

Full Name: [3^^ '\Kq\^\y cf

City: [_(Js

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

7 7 r\
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursueengagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that aliow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made In our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
/

'*--1 ■ »»■'
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that wiil move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd aiso ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

Tm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping In public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

'V ./O c,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500.0DO+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that alfow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

11 i'-

Sincerely,!/; „
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely^

Full Name: h

City: IdZ

Zip Code: ^0f>7£.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 49,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable bousing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that aliow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: y'/ ^ D
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

(21 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

i ' s' |
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordabie.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: A'fr^d-O &cn'Z.rtle>l Huix

City: Lo$ Aocje^l^S

Zip Code: f00O7
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1 ■ Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

lit Code,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: K<e ^ 4 Q J
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
/
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 5D0,Q00+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: LOS; t C A
Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at feast $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional bousing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
y
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

O

Full Name: 

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryearin new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

(,
Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miilion a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Opcode:Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing, ■

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: n
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to buiid additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sinci

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we stili see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sine
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

• CL•••
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1 ■ Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: 13,Fulltae: pa„,-c{ Ti/a^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive bousing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

: /n
Sincerely, - _ v ’ 1 -

n -r.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help ENG homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homeiessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the fast 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help MB homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely:"'

Zip Code: ' '
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, /
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, i i
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To Our Gounty and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at (east $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: L <:> a.*; -f-o s A 

City: L A.CU m daC. f c a

Zip Code: q0
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Jjjrirorolw

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd a Iso ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: f\CLn j HstTi 2

City: Lm

Zip Code: Cjp£)q'q
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the fast 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

L/,

Zip code: CKo^to
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please Investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward tor our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Cit,: IMcU-ww/vr

Zip Code:

Full Nam

Sincerely
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

E3 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miilion a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding af the County and at feast $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: cA ^ £v,U’*v,

City: L_0 /H-e
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

City: f(V\\c
Zip Code: CjV'jiT
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City tor these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere1''
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: i O'f'i CL

Zip Code: 10 ^~V 2 '

Full Nan
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goaf of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparentiy track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

EZf Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands In the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, pfease investigate alt possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerelv.

Full Name:

City: L A

Zip Code: p
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

I

City:

Zip Code: ({Of® &
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

E Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

E Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
E Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

E Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
E Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
E Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including faxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code-.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sinr'prplu

Full Name: -hC^ O’f'-Vi V 

City:

Zip Code: G\«oVb
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: sxia

City:

Zip Code: fobvb
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the fast 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:

City:

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: fl S'tO
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City tor these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: Lu

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name;

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

Em here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, /)

;■/ [/'.‘ '' L.' I" .■■■'
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant-portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Nam*
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

12 Take a critical first step by dedicating at (east $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank yo............................. teps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code, qcnz3
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homeiessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

£Zf Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EHD homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vuinera ble residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City; LK

ZipCode: QQlP
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to buifd additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

/
Full Name: k/tcw^na oitijniczckr 
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: M \c awAct

City: Lo5 AvYj£ Wi,

Zip Code: ^003t
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district. .
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: '^\ 0 0%^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

13 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at [east $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Kelp PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homefess neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:

75
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

' i-v.
City: £

Full Name: \j!\)a

Zip code: Cj Ugof
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordabie and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
Ef Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

Ef Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
Ef Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: (\c£>3Xf
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name; s

City: C\

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional bousing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,,

Zip Code:
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamfine the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Fuli Name:

city, ^
Zip Code, <5\0&-'+<£^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City; S ouS
Zip Code,
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate a If possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Ury:

Zip Code:
^£33^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year In new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate alt possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
Into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that, prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vuinera ble residents.

SincerelyXvYl . M

Full Name:

Cit,:
Zip Code: ^ X
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miiiion per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Zip Code

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: ^oVcvvncIcX EC"Z~ C\

City; LOS

zip code: qoo\S
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: /!>■ ' • / VfjZ'

City: 5C< J' -

Zip Code: (
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

i

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help £ND homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: tfC-

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving bousing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code: (j
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for takingihese historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,090+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, A

ml

Full Name:

Let,

Zip Code: ^0d)^(
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us therm

1, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3- Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: x3o<-At''v /g

City: i

Zip Code: °\0-£ 0 ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement ratherthan arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Fall Name, ftCfO i 

City,

Zip Code, Ctifrol
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that wili move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
--------
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

City: AliSsf&i Mills 

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we stiii see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly soive this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,//.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EHO homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d afso ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a criticai first step by dedicating at (east $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: }OoaJU^ tedium

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sinr—' ■

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City

Full

Zip Code-
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3- Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name, flAOllv) Ml
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

13 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: C\2) \uP
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerpl''

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: &J0 QO0
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at tbe County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: $]4'AN\^vK
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Clty! Alu.
Zip code:
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordabfe housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: ^

Zip Code: C|CC77
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

fYloo
Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis hy reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name, \ j CCWXT X
cit* skxec'ooaC'
Zip Code: G\W(V^

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWaJk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goaf of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and Its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Kelp END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish dear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere iy,

Full Name, \£f\l4C

Cit»: feudal#
Zip Code,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes Stax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: 

Cit,:

Zip Code;
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or steeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: 

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing tbe gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of rea! solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these Items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for fa king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Cit,: WhiUlLyz
ZipCode: cpj^j

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers. ■
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

IZI Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

Zip Code:

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

^'■Casir&'A
Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ali possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: t &

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The foliowing investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these stems, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Q i rt AA i»A It I

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: 4^ f \ ir" '

City: KJ-o

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: l^o )

Zip Code: q
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: p^/>ree

Zip cole: ^0J0J ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments In your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Zip Code: yV/U- MJk 9/347
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional bousing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: OOu\y^ $ v* 1

City: /f

Zip Code: flOO*?
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 miflion a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWatk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable bousing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

City: 5^

Zip Code: J |
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these perma nent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: 9 (JO | |
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

FuHName:-^.^^ | Ci

City: 37,rJlC\A)<90cl

Zip Code;
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thankyou for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely.

City. C(\jMce^ CJV HI 302,
Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by dosing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, piease investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name-. -

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to constroct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
Ei Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
Ef Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely.

Full Name:

City: -p)

Zip Code:

75
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

Pm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public a reas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

FullUme:QjP\ f Y^Vo V\c%<\ CSC^L

City: Wa ^ \v\&

Zip Code: 0,02$ °
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To Our Gounty and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Kelp PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves peopie experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere!:

Full Name:

City: ^ tA

Zip Code: .,r
(2[
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

Clt,: L.OS
Zip Code, Cf qq '2,5'
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new Cify funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement ratherthan arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely

Full Name: V&vyo

Zip Code: qoos^l
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to estabiish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name;

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1 ■ Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

city: Lto Avi^eAeS 

ZipCode:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
E! Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for ta king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City Cmfffi1

Zip Code: <f072$
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

eps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

FullName: JoSc<L>

City: C*s CA
Zip Code: cfoo[ |
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at tbe County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d aiso ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: /& C ^

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

B Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Since1'"1F,‘

City; [ 3

Zip Code:

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders, ,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, piease investigate ali possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear pubiic measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code: C\ooft\
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, pfease investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:

City:

Full Name

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City: grf

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable bousing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic stepsjorward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincer

Full Name;

City: CsrX

Zip Code: cjrf
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

Ef Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

FullName: pauA" 0££^0

City IN1

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Kelp END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

' / r

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

city: ti *16
Zip Code: °[() TF\0
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for fa king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Since"'1''
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

13 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Heip PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Heip RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that a How us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincen1

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to buiid additional housing.

3. Heip RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Heip END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable bousing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, -
ft) 2

Fui! Name: ^

cit*tos 4^5

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Heip END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by dosing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City:

Zip Code;
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: \
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Heip PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

/

Full Name:

City: <?) f}{[^ )>

Zip Code: e oo 2-
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sinc''m!u

Full Name:

City: SouH A Vt

Zip Code: q
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

!'m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in ourwork to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Heip PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Heip RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamiine the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: slM

City: 1/ f*

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryearin new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: /^offv

City: uA

Zip Code: Qo0^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3- Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EMD homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that aliow us to 
transparentfy track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City;605
Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

City: Lc^

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help ENQ homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sin—'■

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Heip PREVENT homelessness hy closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Alfow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Heip RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate al! possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

1 ' 1 ........................................... .. unity and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent hoosing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Heip RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate a If possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City:

Full Name:

Zip Code: -'J f
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by dosing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, ' TV"
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please Investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
*>'

/

Full Name: ^x\^v\Ck tv) 
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we stiil see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: C H ' ^ ^ 1 ^ ^'

City: US 

Zip Code: ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

!’m here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: COS fi/OiQlU£>& PSbK$
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness hy closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:
\ \ \

0

City: s
s- ^ A

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, ^

Full Name: J [

City;

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help MB homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thankyou for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: C(a\U\''VVa (ilVU'lrt'cAn H

City: tOS

ZIP Code: Oj^\
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Kelp END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at [east $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere Iv.

Full Name, ^{\t\ jV\.

Zip Code: f\ n
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: |y] ^ j l|7|LTie

City; Ate

Zip Code: ^}~LOip
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:.i_-jCin*^ -n j

City: lc\ o* h r o

Zip Code: °[ 0'"} 3 [
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWaikto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

E! Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

Ef Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

l’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 miiiion per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate a If possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, ' j1
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness hy closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at feast $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis hy reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sifting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness hy closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:

City: LA, cA
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1 ■ Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis hy reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

V
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

!’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, pfease investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: (p j'j- \/f)MOrf ffciF'7'
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness hy providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness hy closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: 4 f

Zip code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional bousing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: -/y

City:

Zip Code: Cp D ,j7
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: /

City: 5 ^ I y C &

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

nn I-
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, pfease investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that aliow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: U liL eX~

Zip Code,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: 0 , j (
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: Tam

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: ~Tc\ncxi. /ca 

City; Los
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, pfease investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City; U> •>
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

10 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
-"7 ,■

Sincerely, //
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miliion a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: & $£T| LLO

City: C/UlA^t Ol'TV

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

/

Full Name: loytAiO

City: ,A\VovTnb'<Cx, cA

Zip Code: j
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Hein RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere fv
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at feast $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive bousing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness hy closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 mifiion a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents,

Sincerely,

Full Name: _ j\j t I & pC? ^ ^7 & S
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and net just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for tapig these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, tL?
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

L/ 5 F
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable bousing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

i ..
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes an-d-pot just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to

Thank you fortakijig these historic st^ps, forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 miliion a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sifting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City forthese permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of rea! solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing, To truly solve this crisis, we must Invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, (

Full Name,
'\

City: (_OL. C.

Zip Code,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miliion per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miliion a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for ta king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, -p'

y?1-
yy

Full Name: Up l Ur&^J^yyj

Zip Code: Doyj 1
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

Tin here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere!)

City; 8 l erttya i‘"

Zip Code; cj1 j Iqq

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miflion per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also askthatyou focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for ta king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:
in
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 miliion per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 miliion a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
?/

Sincerely, , /'

Full Name: ^

City: ■'I'lfw-j $

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name.-

City.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that wiil move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miliion per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City; CoS b

Zip Code; c\VOh<o
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, /

Zip Me, /2)20
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 miliion a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: '/! )e G'lX- 1 V

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

t, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: Si LA

City: Lt? ) A A t ^ ^

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

i *

Full Name: C'r-^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2, Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thankyou for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Of
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at feast $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: j 'r ^ ^

City; cy ^ Vy u ^

Zip Code: D ( ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help JEND homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnera ble residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: -'J’

Zip Code: ^ < ~j -] 4
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: ey

City:

Zip Code: r.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help MU homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,/—-^
\

Full Name:

City: L

Zip Code: ^(V3|
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

t. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: OT

Zip Code: t-j $ W 0 /
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help BID homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: ^ Qt, ^ Lfi ^
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full l\L,„o.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 m iliion per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City' A ^ - C C \-- J
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Tha nk you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

L J.. r;
Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year In new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

^ i n AAHA It i
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there.-

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

4-^f^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness. . ■

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at feast $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing. ■

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: S

City: /\HA-VV£W

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goaf of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Ejected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

/
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City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ali possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWaikto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you tor taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, _ ,,

/ /
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Full Name:

City: lai

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at feast $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2, Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish dear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vufnerabfe residents.

Sincerel"

Full Name: ^

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeiess neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: A^—vVl

city:

Zip Code: 0 ° ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these perma nent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic stens forward for our communitv and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: ■ Ctc!7-,'a

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely.

Zip Code; 6 \
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Uiy. -1 c s >

Zip Code: £
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

■ • j»
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

f
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

I '! ■ .
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, r

City:
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Zip Code: qorn
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

t /

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

E Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

E Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
E Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

E Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
E Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
E Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

1
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1, Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2, Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, \
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Zip Code: cy0%0 >
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: ' | )fj Cl V\A
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate alt possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: Cl t £V\ a. S^c"^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable bousing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: '

City: OH 

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

... * s 
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Kelp END homelessness by providing the 48,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: L I 'bxwtWuo
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, 
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
Into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help ENfl homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional bousing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincei

Full Name: QfMOfm^ (jY^C^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a criticai first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensures significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: /flU'llK*
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: fL* 

City: KM'

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and jts+nost vulnerable residents.

/
Sincerely,

- / /
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness hy closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

f’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable bousing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: Rptt ^

City: Vj !

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

City, V/tlUl-j

Zip Code, 'Y'^'%
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EHD homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code; ffttl
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goa l binding homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
/ . ■1 /
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding atthe County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sifting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

y
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:Full Name:

HpCoifc
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

Tin here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: ^ | y J
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,DOQ+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding atthe County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate alt possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: C/

City: C C M ^ 'V " 
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

.
/ f n/ {

Sincerely, / - \
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, pfease investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerel;

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

I
y"’1

S'
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

C'ty \L v \J ( pit...
Zip Code: ^ 2-t) 0 %
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EHD homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
^^7
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

SincorcUw
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d afso ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 49,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
/
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Kelp PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ali possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City, PpCXCVl

Zip Code,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding atthe County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goa! of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnera ble residents.

Sincerely.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, r / ,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish ciear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely^ /
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: S
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to buiid additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

c v ' . '"7 v— d

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: Log

Zip Code: CfoOMJ
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable bousing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: n
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there.-

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

i
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Jyf*~
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

cL

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you tor taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goaf of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, f
........ • '■
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code-.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

t. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2, Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: CiWUei Ag\£7T

Wy: KAtiCrtrt
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City forthese permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please Investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at (east $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents. .

Sincerely,

, - j -

Zip Code-. ,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2, Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

A
vIt- —■ 
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders, .

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code; m\d
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable bousing.

Ef Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
EJ Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere

Full Name: <13(

City:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincere1"

Full Name: ^ k

City. L f 6'J 1
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

Ef Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
El Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
Ef Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help IND homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of reaf solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:

City:

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, / ,r--
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

j’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at [east $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name: xjoaw

Sincerely,

City; ^ '

Zip Code: n X
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: 

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

t. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, jv/ C'V c I 'Cr.

Full Name-. j 

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: i7Hy\\
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Kelp END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow tor more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EHD homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking theseiiistoric steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
..........
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name-. C-OSlf/V,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

( _ f 1 ] 
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate a If possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
Ef Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

El Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
El Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or steeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

-'7 ,/
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name-. ^ ..
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help MB homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely p

FullName: SppfjlA.

City: L()

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for ta king these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

SincerelyV.,

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: \ SaWl id P><:XY\ t

city: \jdSc hr-^fihc, (f\

Zip Code: q()OMU
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

i ! ..

J*?. \ i 'L^*/0
Full Name:

City: fiU '1^

Zip Code: QnU:'\^^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

a
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
B Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

B Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
El Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
B Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

Sincerely,

City: f G 1) C <Lm i.

Zip Code: cj’ | | q
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: IW

^ f7 f D'M

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

SincorQ!''

Full Name: P^\\/(£) jCVD

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code: qilOt
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 50Q,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate alt possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
traosparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

n

Full Name: ^ MlCH'l

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness. '

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name, \)OMnV* ;

City: .

?3I
?

Zip Code: 6j'7 O'6^ .
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at ieast $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district,
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: X{itv 7l~ t*\ k ^ f\\/V\ Q.S>

City: Pt-.

Zip Code: ^ V 0 ——
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that wili move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of rea! solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

ifoib vJ. OWPt>£ci_Full Name: • °

City: Lcfe Ai ^^^5, ^

Zip Code, cjoo i^[
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2, Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,/''

//
\

/

Zip Code:
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goaf of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryearin new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordabie housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

f'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing,

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still seethe numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,..... ........................./^}-
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Hein RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year In new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: A
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year In new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name; hi*Full Name;
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions,

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1, Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3, Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, tees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents. 

Sincerely, A
I.! ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Hein RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than a rrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 miilion a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

j -j '
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EMD homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather tha n arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code: c\(j'oo,yJ
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerejy,...,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at feast $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thar' ............. . '' ' ‘ ' 7 r ’' " nd its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing tbe gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

d its most vulnerable residents.
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you fortaking these'historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.;ing thesp't
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

v nh'V'} y a- iij
/• ■ / /
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Zip Code: ^004 b
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sinfwpiv
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year In new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional bousing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate alt possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

V ■ \
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district 
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:"i'a.vK
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, c”"

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Full Nan

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands In the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3- Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Full Name:

Zip Code:
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

city: Tiojy
Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward fey; our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

rilM -Gu^e £)Full Name: ^
O

City-. H O
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: 

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we stilf see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, /

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: to<"

Zip Code: ^ ^
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Kelp END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step hy dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeiess neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: \] tMsio/ 2 «

C ity; £(kfv\ ^ [ /Y\ A. j

Zip Code: \ 7 7 3
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving bousing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Full Name:

Sincerely,

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum, in the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions,

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive bousing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

CitV; /

Zip Code: fjryty
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the Immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnera ble residents.

Sincere^'

cit* ijovn
Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City: £ qkA. 5 nJ

Zip Code: <?[ OUT--- 1
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Kelp RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

"" ' r ' " ..................................... .. ur community and its most vulnerable residents.
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1 • Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: 0)\^(Xy)r \

City-

Zip Code: CjQ^l
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help EM homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City: ^ N,V\ O o 4

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalkto celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis hy reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that wiil move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Zip Code:

Full Name:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate alt possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code: lO O'
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

City:

Zip Code: 0)07^
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code: <=\CLQ%
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty,
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing,

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers,
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: ’%v\Cx

City= ,:K
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: }<oa 

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million peryear in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by dosing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that aliow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

Clt,: CA
4/jtz,

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWaik to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there;

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighhors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

City:

Zip Code;
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness. ■

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END. homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sine

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there-.

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

El Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: ,

City: Cyr&f, ciJA |-4,1i 5

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+- rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, //

Full Name: \j\Jor\

City: VH3

Zip Code:
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November 21,2015

To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that ailow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goat of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name: /VcUv-7

Zip Code: T
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

f’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at (east $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.
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Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

i’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to buiid additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

rHN S'*'Full Name: ^Full Name:

City:

Zip Code:
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

Ef Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

El Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
Ef Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Full Name:

CitV: a cU /4/j*- h , C$

Zip Code: , ~
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that's been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: \
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent bousing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Hein RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources offending, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

•" / /'
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I’m here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 miliion per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miliion a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

I
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at feast $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 miliion a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands In the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

a c_
! ■ f\

/
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way’s HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help ENfl homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate ail possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we'd also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely, /) !^'
/ * '
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To Our County and City Elected Leaders,

I'm here at United Way's HomeWalk to celebrate the tremendous progress that’s been made in our work to end homelessness and to do my 
part to continue that momentum. In the last 5 years, Home For Good partners have housed over 24,000 of our most vulnerable neighbors, yet 
we still see the numbers sleeping on our streets climbing. To truly solve this crisis, we must invest significant new resources and policies to 
prevent and end homelessness.

As the County and City chart out their strategies to respond to this crisis, we urge you to keep sight of our ultimate goal of ending 
homelessness. The following investments will be a critical first step to get us there:

1. Help END homelessness by providing the 40,000+ rental subsidies and supportive services that will move our homeless neighbors 
into permanent housing.

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million per year in new funding at the County and at least $100 million per 
year in new funding at the City for these permanent solutions.

2. Help PREVENT homelessness by closing the gap of 500,000+ additional housing units we need to make housing more affordable,

0 Take a critical first step by dedicating at least $100 million a year in new County funds and $100 million a year in new City funds 
to construct and maintain affordable housing.

0 Ensure a significant portion of affordable housing serves people experiencing homelessness and extreme poverty.
0 Allow for more density, and streamline the approvals required to build additional housing.

3. Help RESPOND to the immediate crisis by reducing stigma that stands in the way of real solutions.

0 Champion the siting of affordable and permanent supportive housing developments in your district.
0 Reduce restrictions that prevent our homeless neighbors with prior offenses from receiving housing vouchers.
0 Pursue engagement rather than arrests of our homeless neighbors for eating, sitting, or sleeping in public areas.

As you move forward on these items, please investigate all possible sources of funding, including taxes & tax credits, fees, and bonds. But 
we’d also ask that you focus on outcomes and not just spending. We urge you to establish clear public measurements that allow us to 
transparently track progress toward the goal of ending homelessness.

Thank you for taking these historic steps forward for our community and its most vulnerable residents.

Sincerely,

Zip Code: o| £> 2. uj -y.


